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ABSTRACT
Objective image aesthetics assessment (IAA) is attracting an
increasing amount of attention in recent years. One of the
most critical issues that hampers IAA research is the lack
of publicly available and reliable image databases that can
be used to train and test IAA features and models, especially those databases that offer continuous-valued subjective
opinion scores. In this work, we construct a Waterloo IAA
database containing more than 1, 000 images, and carry out a
lab-controlled subjective user study. There are several unique
and desirable features of the new database as compared to
existing ones − It helps us better understand the level of
diversity of subject opinions; it provides continuous-valued
IAA scores approximately evenly distributed from poor to excellent aesthetics levels; it also allows us to test the effectiveness of various aesthetics features on predicting continuous
aesthetics scores. Using the new database as a benchmark, we
test more than 1,000 IAA features. The results indicate that
existing features are still weak at aesthetics estimation, and
the effectiveness of aesthetics features are content dependent.
Therefore, understanding and assessing image aesthetics remain a major challenge for future research. The database will
be made publicly available.
Index Terms— image aesthetics assessment, subjective
testing, image database
1. INTRODUCTION
As digital images becoming a dominant form of information
in the modern world [1], objective image aesthetics assessment (IAA) is drawing a great deal of attention due to its
potential use in a growing number of applications, including image recommendation, photo album management, and
photo capturing suggestion. In principle, image aesthetics can
be interpreted as the experience of beauty for subjects viewing an image. Scientific studies suggest that image aesthetics
are mainly determined by the composition of semantic symbols uncovered in the image [2]. However, image semantics
can be highly abstract. High-level features that may capture
such semantic symbols include simplicity, colorfulness, color
combination, sharpness, image pattern, and object composition [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Recently, it has been shown that local

image descriptors [9] and learned features [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]
also demonstrate promises in predicting image aesthetics annotations. Despite various features being used, most IAA algorithms only produce a binary result, indicating whether an
image is of very high or very low aesthetics [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 12, 13], but do not work well with images of mid-level
aesthetics. However, the perceived aesthetics of real-world
images can be much richer than only two levels. Continuousvalued IAA models are highly desirable, but are still lacking
until now [11, 14].
A key problem that slows down the development of
objective IAA is the lack of reliable image databases that
could be used for training and testing IAA features and
models. Considerable effort has been made, and several
subject-annotated databases were constructed [5, 15, 16, 17].
Based on the type of the subjective annotations, existing
databases can be classified into two kinds. The first kind
is binary-annotated databases, which contain very beautiful
and very undesired images only. The aesthetics labels can
be collected in a lab-controlled environment, such as the
CUHKPQ database [5], or from relevant on-line tags, such as
the CLEF database [15]. Databases of this kind were built for
binary-valued IAA algorithms, and do not easily facilitate the
development of continuous-valued IAA models. The second
kind of databases contain multi-level or continuous aesthetics
annotations [16, 17]. Databases of this kind are generally
website-based, where images are crawled from photo-sharing
websites [16, 17]. In addition, the on-line score for each
image is also downloaded and regarded as its aesthetic annotation. The advantage of website-based databases is that
a large number of subject-rated images can be collected at
a very low cost. However, there are three main drawbacks.
First, the on-line scores can be affected by many factors other
than image aesthetics, for example viewing conditions and
user emotions, and there is no simple mechanism to properly
align the scores and remove outliers. Second, it is difficult
to gauge how much agreement is obtained between subjects.
Third, the distribution of on-line scores often concentrates at
the middle score range, making it hard to perform fair and
meaningful evaluations of IAA models on these databases.
In this work, we build a new lab-controlled image aesthetics database, namely the Waterloo IAA database, with
continuous subjective ratings. The main contributions of this

Fig. 2. The GUI used for the subjective user study.

Fig. 1. Sample images for aesthetics assessment: from the
top to the bottom row are Animal, Architecture/City Scenes,
Human, Natural Scene, Still Object images; from the leftmost
to the rightmost column are images from the lowest to the
highest on-line score ranges.
database are as follows. 1) This is the first lab-controlled
database, which provides a continuous-valued benchmark for
objective IAA models. Through data analysis, we are able
to have a better understanding about the level of agreement
between humans on evaluating image aesthetics. 2) The images in this database are more uniformly distributed in the
aesthetics spectrum than the databases directly crawled from
the same website [17], where images are over-concentrated
at the mid-range. 3) The database enables us to better investigate the effectiveness of aesthetics features in predicting
subjective opinions of image aesthetics. Our results show that
no existing aesthetics feature is significantly correlated with
the continuous-valued IAA scores, and image aesthetics with
different contents may be affected by different types of features.
2. DATABASE CONSTRUCTION AND SUBJECTIVE
ASSESSMENT
1, 000 images are selected from the well-known image sharing website photo.net according to their on-line ratings
and contents. Specifically, we first determine five nonoverlapping score ranges, uniformly spanning from the low to
the high ends of the on-line score range [2, 7] (On photo.net,
the score range is from 1 to 7. However, score 1 is rarely
used.), and five image content types, namely Animals (A),
Architectures/City Scenes (C), Humans (H), Natural Scenes
(N), and Still Object (S). For each of the five score ranges and
each of the five manually labeled content types, around 3050 images are selected so that the 1,000 images are roughly
uniformly distributed over all aesthetics levels and content

Table 1. Distribution of images in different score ranges
Subsets
A
C
H
N
S
All
< 4.06
33
31
39
54
43
200
[4.5, 4.7]
39
38
39
50
34
200
[5.0, 5.2]
40
40
40
40
40
200
[5.55, 5.75] 40
40
40
40
40
200
> 6.17
40
31
39
41
49
200
All
192 180 197 225 206 1000

types. The actual number of images in each subset are listed
in Table 1. Fig. 1 shows sample images for the 25 subsets.
After image selection, we perform preprocessing to remove frames surrounding images and to unify image sizes.
To evaluate whether a frame has an effect on perceived image
aesthetics, we add back 80 images with frames. Moreover,
20 of the 1,000 images are duplicated for consistency check.
Consequently, we have 1,100 images for the subjective study.
The subjective user study is conducted at the University of
Waterloo in the Image and Vision Computing (IVC) laboratory, which has a normal lighting condition without reflecting
ceiling walls and floor. A Truecolor (32 bits) LCD monitor of
27 inches with resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels is used to display all images. We adopt the single-stimulus methodology
recommended by the ITU-R BT.500 [18] in the study, and
the monitor is calibrated accordingly. A customized MATLAB GUI (Fig. 2) is built to render one image at a time. The
1,100 images are displayed in a random order. A total of 33
observers, including 18 male and 15 female subjects aged between 22 and 33, participated in the subjective experiment.
All the subjects have normal or corrected-to-normal vision,
and viewed the images from a normal distance (around 60
cm). The length of the experiment is around 90 minutes. The
subjects are asked to take a rest every 30 minutes to reduce
fatigue effect.
Before the study, the participants are trained with 20 independent training images with various image contents and different on-line scores. The purpose of the training session is to
help participants become familiar with the test environment,

Fig. 4. MOS distributions of (a) the PN database [17] and (b)
the proposed database. The MOS of the PN database have
been scaled to the same score range [0, 100] as the proposed
database for better comparison.
Fig. 3. SRCC between individual subject score against MOS.
Rightmost column: average subject performance.
and build up their own criteria of scoring. During the training session, the instructor provides no opinion about which
images should be given what scores. In the test session, the
participants are asked to score the displayed image based on
its aesthetics level using a sliding bar. The position of the
slider is converted to an integer between [0, 100]. A higher
score indicates that the subject considers the image more aesthetically appealing.
3. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Subjective Data Analysis
We first use consistency check to detect unreliable subjects.
Note that 20 images are displayed twice in the subjective test.
The mean absolute error (MAE) of the first and the second
scores are calculated for each subject. If the MAE is greater
than 25, then a subject is considered unreliable, and all of
his/her scores are discarded. By doing so, 6 subjects are considered unreliable and rejected. We then perform the data
alignment and outlier detection and removal schemes suggested in [18]. As a result, one more subject is rejected as
an outlier.
The final aesthetic score, namely the Mean Opinion Score
(MOS), is computed by averaging the aligned subjective
scores from the remaining 26 subjects. Regarding the MOS
values as the ground truth, we can evaluate the performance
of individual subjects by calculating the correlation between
individual subject’s score and the MOS across the whole
database. Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient (PLCC)
and Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient (SRCC) are
employed as the evaluation criteria. Both criteria lie in [0, 1]
with a higher value indicating higher agreement with the
MOS. The SRCC results are summarized in Fig. 3 (PLCC
results are similar but not shown due to space limit), where

Fig. 5. Scatter plot of MOS with and without frames.

the performance of an average subject is given at the rightmost column. It can be seen that there is a decent degree
of agreement on image aesthetics among subjects. Although
this has been previously noted and verified with small-scale
subjective test [19, 20], this is the first time to quantitatively
evaluate the extent of such agreement using a relatively large
database. On the other hand, it is not surprising that different
people have different understandings on image aesthetics, as
the lowest individual SRCC values are below 0.4.
As mentioned earlier, a major issue with existing websitebased databases is that the aesthetics scores are over concentrated at mid-levels. Fig. 4(a) shows the MOS histogram of
the PN database [17] as an example. This is not a desirable
feature. For example, a straw-man model that predicts any
image to have the same score at the average level could result
in a fairly low prediction error, but is indeed meaningless. By
contrast, the MOS distribution of our proposed database is
much more uniform as shown in Fig. 4(b).
A common practice of photographers to “enhance” image
aesthetics is to add an artificial frame surrounding the original image. Our proposed database contains 80 images with

Table 2. SRCC between MOS and
feature type for each content type.
Type
A
C
H
f1
0.294
0.216
0.262
0.255
0.314
0.197
f2
f3
0.162
0.223
0.146
0.329
0.387
0.251
f4
f5
0.276
0.305
0.172
f6
0.191
0.357
0.179
0.018
0.066
0.012
f7
f8
0.042 -0.090 0.179
f9
-0.027 -0.049 -0.015

the best feature in each
N
0.203
0.282
0.186
0.364
0.247
0.250
0.003
-0.006
0.043

S
0.279
0.324
0.255
0.236
0.202
0.316
-0.170
0.089
0.165

All
0.222
0.198
0.185
0.253
0.161
0.191
-0.005
-0.003
0.038

frames, together with their frame-removed versions. The scatter plots of MOS of these images with and without the frames
are shown in Fig. 5, where all points are closely aligned along
the diagonal line, and clear improvement by adding a frame
is not observed. Our two-sample t-tests of all image pairs further confirm the observation. Therefore, adding a frame in
order to enhance aesthetics level is not justified by our experimental results.
3.2. Effectiveness of Aesthetics Features
To test the effectiveness of the aesthetics features proposed in
the literature [3, 8], we compute more than 1, 000 features
for all images in the database, and categorize them into 9
types, each assessing an image from a different perspective.
These include simplicity (f1 ), colorfulness (f2 ), color combination (f3 ), sharpness (f4 ), texture and symmetry pattern
(f5 ), object composition (f6 ), luminance (f7 ), aspect ratio
(f8 ), and low depth of field (DoF) indicator (f9 ). We calculate the SRCC between these features and the MOS across
the whole database, and draw a histogram of SRCC for each
feature type, as shown in Fig. 6. Note that there is only one
feature in the last 3 types, so their SRCC histograms have
only one bin. It can be seen that the absolute values of SRCC
of most features with MOS are smaller than 0.2, suggesting
that it is difficult to predict human sense of aesthetics from a
single factor.
To explore the potential of each type of features in predicting aesthetics scores, we list the overall SRCC value of
the best feature in each feature type in Table 2, where we find
that the most relevant aesthetics features turn out to be in the
order of sharpness (f4 ), object composition (f6 ), simplicity
(f1 ), colorfulness (f2 ) and color combination (f3 ). This is
somewhat consistent with our intuition: humans prefer sharp
images with rich details, and are also attracted by simple and
colorful images.
As humans tend to use different criteria to judge aesthetics for images with different contents [2, 21], we also list the
SRCC of the best feature obtained by each feature type for
the 5 content types in Table 2. The SRCC values greater than

Fig. 6. SRCC histograms of features of 9 types. The name of
each is indicated by each subfigure title.
0.3 are highlighted by boldface. It can be observed that aesthetics of Animal, Architecture/City Scene and Natural Scene
images are best predicted by sharpness features (f4 ), and object composition (f6 ) features appear to be a strong factor for
Architecture/City Scenes (C) and Still Objects (S). It is interesting to see that SRCCs of Human images are relatively
low for all features. This may be because that more aesthetics
cues are involved in Human images. For example, a beautiful
or a familiar face may affect human opinions more than colorfulness or object composition in such images. Additionally,
Human images show special preference to high aspect ratios
(f8 ) compared to the other content types. A possible reason
is that portrait orientation is better at conveying the beauty
of body shape than landscape. It is not surprising that global
luminance (f7 ) and low DoF indicator (f9 ) are less relevant
with image aesthetics in general. Nevertheless, professional
photographers often use relatively dark background and reduce the DoF when shooting single object images, so f7 and
f9 exhibit some correlation in the Still Object images.
4. CONCLUSION
We construct a new Waterloo IAA database, and conduct a
lab-controlled subjective user study. The database contains
more than 1, 000 images with continuous-valued aesthetics
scores approximately evenly distributed from poor to excellent aesthetics levels. Using the database, we test more than
1, 000 features of 9 different types for aesthetics prediction.
We find that all individual features are weak at aesthetics prediction, and the prediction effectiveness of different feature
types varies for images of different content types. Our results
suggest that understanding and automatically predicting image aesthetics remain a challenging problem. We will make
the database publicly available to facilitate future research.
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